
Personalized software for

Cannabis wholesalers

Over 23 years of development and more than 
2,500 industry-specific features later, our software 
platform is the country’s premier tool, installed in 
over 130 locations, across 43 states, and used by 

more than 16,000 sales representatives.



Cannaadvantage gives cannabis sales reps the most comprehensive selling tools in 
the industry. Over 2,500 app options are available on the Cannaadvantage platform 
for use in a given market or by a given type of sales rep, manager, or merchandiser. 
You are equipped with multiple pricing and deals options, pricing within your device, 
predictive analytics, integrated sellsheet, and shelftalker production, as well as other 
time-saving functions.

By showing customer-specific pricing, displaying only authorized products for that 
customer, and warning reps when an order appears to be unusual, Cannaadvantage 
customizes and simplifies the order process, minimizes potential errors that result 
in product returns, and give reps more time to focus on selling. 

We designed Cannaadvantage to allow sales reps in the field to process daily or-
ders on an iPad or iPhone, without the need for an internet connection.  Inventiv 
also offers a secure cloud-based solution which connects directly to your backend 
system.

Cannaadvantage | order-entry



CA+ connects cannabis sales reps with 
their managers in real time and relays 
critical information between parties. 
CA+ enables managers to monitor 
sales rep activities, while allowing sales 
reps to receive order confirmations, 
product trainings, store surveys and 
customer presentations. Both parties 
will know what happened, what’s hap-
pening, and what to do next.

CA+ is all about communication and 
improving the user experience. We have 
added little quirks to make the process 
of performing order confirmations, 
delivery confirmations, sample order 
approvals, and urgent office messaging 
more inviting for your team members.

1. Confirm Orders Placed

2. Build Relationships with clients

3. Quickly Conduct Surveys

4. Manage Activities and Goals

5. Provided with All Product Training

CA+ | surveys & order aPProval



Please scan below to contact 
us for a free Demonstration

“every screen taP we save you,
aDDs a seconD to your life.”


